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Introduction 

Giordano Lombardo, Vice Chairman Italian - Corporate Governance Committee  

and Chairman - Assogestioni 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, Signor Ministro, good morning. 

It is my pleasure and honour to introduce the second day of Italy Corporate Governance 

Conference.  

I would first like to thank the Chairman, Mr. Gabriele Galateri di Genola, for his tireless and 

precious work of chairing the Corporate Governance Committee and to thank also Borsa Italiana 

for hosting this event.  

Many topics have already been covered yesterday, and today’s agenda is equally compelling, in 

terms of content and participation to the roundtables, a true "parterre de roi".  

In my brief introduction, I will say a few words on the initiatives that Assogestioni, the Italian 

Association of Asset Managers, has undertaken throughout the years to promote a strong culture 

and practice of CG in Italy. And I will share a few thoughts on the future, on the work that 

remains to be done.  

In fact, I am convinced that, both in Europe and in Italy, we are entering a new phase 

in the relationship between institutional investors and their investee companies. A 

phase which entails a more intense interaction between them and higher 

responsibilities on both sides. As I will try to explain.  

As we know, a sound CG is instrumental to improving the relationship between companies and 

their investors, with the ultimate goal of increasing the companies' value over the long term.  

It is also a means fostering the opportunities to attract new investors, both domestic and 

international, in Italian companies. And stimulating capital accumulation as well as increasing 

the rate of potential growth of our country.  

Assogestioni’s activity on these topics started more than 20 years ago, in 1994, when the 

associaton established its own CG committee, with the 3 main goals:  

a) promoting the development of primary legislation and self-regulation on matters concerning 

CG;  
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b) spreading a culture of good CG among its associates  

c) promoting the exercise of ownership rights in the investee companies  

Over the years, the practice of voting in listed companies has become more widespread, 

therefore Assogestioni promoted the creation of an Investment Managers’ Committee, 

separate from the association’s governing structure.  

Since its launch, this committee has had the mission of supporting the voting practices of Italian 

investment managers into their participated companies.  

It has been tasked with organizing the presentation of lists of independent candidates for the 

election of minority shareholder representatives to the Boards (and Statutory Audits) of Italian 

listed companies. This has been made possible by the provision, in the Italian legislation, of the 

system of the so-called "voto di lista", a slate voting system for the nomination and election of 

such representatives to the Boards.  

Overtime, the composition of the Investment managers’ committee has grown steadily, with the 

participation of a significant number of Italian and foreign asset managers, large pension funds 

and insurance companies.  

The span of the committee’s activity has also been broadening. Initially focused on the 

presentation of candidates for Boards/statutory audits in the major large Italian listed 

companies, it has more recently been extended to the presentation of such candidates in smaller 

companies, those belonging to the FTSE midcap index.  

There are currently more than 100 independent directors and statutory auditors elected by 

institutional investors in Italy through the Voto di lista system. Close to 30% of elected members 

are women.  

It is my firm belief that the Voto di lista system, and its implementation over the last 

20 years, has played a very significant and positive role in promoting a sound CG 

practice in Italy, at least in 3 ways. By:  

1. Encouraging the participation of shareholders in a larger number of companies  

2. Increasing transparency and disclosure practices in the investee companies  

3. Promoting the creation of a large group of highly skilled and professionally expert independent 

directors/statutory auditors.  

So , a very positive experience. But looking to the future, I am also convinced that what lies 

ahead is even more important, as it entails a world in which the role of institutional 

investors vis a vis invested companies will be even more incisive, and in a sense more 

"active".  

In fact, I believe that an "active" engagement with the investee companies, with the aim of 

establishing a continued dialogue with their governing bodies and with their management, is an 

integral part of the investment management practice.  

And I believe this practice is becoming more and more mainstream among institutional investors, 

independently on their investment style, active or passive. There is a meaningful role that well 

informed investors with long term stakes in a company can play. Exiting an investment in a stock 

is an inefficient way for investors to voice their concerns to management.  
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Establishing an active dialogue with the investee companies and discussing relevant strategic 

topics with their management teams is a better option.  

With this in mind, in 2013, Assogestioni adopted the "Italian Stewardship Principles”, a self-

regulation code, which is a major initiative in the European context.  

In fact, only in the UK, and only since 2010, has there been a similar Stewardship Code in place, 

following the initiatives of self-regulation started in UK in the ‘90s. Then in 2011, EFAMA, the 

European Asset management Association followed, publishing its own Stewardship Principles 

within its Code for External Governance.  

The Italian Stewardship principles are closely aligned with the UK’s and with the EFAMA Code, 

and the EU Commission is expected to launch a Directive covering these matters in the very 

near future.  

What are these principles? Their purpose is to provide a set of best practice behaviors designed 

to promote the discussion and cooperation between Investment management companies and 

listed issuers, as part of the portfolio management services.  

They include activities such as 1) analysis and monitoring of investee companies, 2) 

engagement, 3) the exercise of voting rights and 4) a policy for the disclosure of these activities 

by the Fund managers to their final clients, both retail and institutional.  

As Charlie Munger, the partner of the most famous investor in the world, Warren Buffett, recently 

said, the “age of activism is upon us”. But in the last few years the word "activism" has received 

a negative connotation, it has been identified with the "activity" of a few aggressive players who 

are more interested in short term capital gains.  

My wish is to give it back a positive connotation to the term “investor activism”, linking it to 

those activities which, as I mentioned, are designed to promote long term participation of 

investors in investee companies.  

Summing up, an advanced Corporate Governance Code (such as the one published by CGC) and 

a set of Principles of Stewardship are the two main pillars to promote investment in Italian 

companies, by both domestic and foreign investors, and to foster a culture of equity ownership 

in Italian savers.  

As I said, Italy is at a very advanced stage in the process of adopting these practices, even by 

international standards. Recently, probably only Japan has seen a similarly wide range of 

initiatives going in this direction, launching a new Code for CG and a set of Stewardship 

Principles. As well as promoting a new Stock market index of Japanese companies (Nikkei 400), 

focused on qualitative indicators such as profitability, sound balance sheet and again, good CG 

indicators.  

In conclusion, we can say that Italy has made a lot of progress in these matters, but 

that the road ahead of us is still long, since the economic context is changing fast.  

In fact, looking at the ownership structure of Italian listed companies, it is quite remarkable how 

much it has evolved in the last few years.  

The presence of institutional investors, both Italian and foreign, has significantly increased. The 

old institute of “patto di sindacato” (shareholders' agreement) is fortunately much less in use. 

In more and more companies, there is no single controlling shareholder, or group of controlling 

shareholders.  
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Therefore, even the concepts of “majority” and "minority" shareholders are less clear cut than 

in the past. This poses new challenges and responsibilities to both shareholders (investors) on 

one side, and companies (investee) on the other. New ideas and proposals are required, to keep 

the structures and practices of CG in Italy in line with changing times.  

Assogestioni is ready to contribute to this new historical phase, a contribution of ideas and 

proposals. And to work in this direction, supporting the legislator and the regulatory Authorities, 

and in collaboration with the representative associations of corporates and issuers.  

I said at the beginning that we are entering a new phase in the relationship between institutional 

investors and the companies in which they invest, not only in Italy but also in Europe. We need 

to be up to the challenge.  

And with this I thank you very much for your attention, and I have the honor to introduce the 

Minister of the Economy of the Republic of Italy, Prof. Pier Carlo Padoan. 

 

 

 

 


